Carter visits crippled plant; suggests precautionary evacuation

HARRISBURG, pa. (AP) - Engineers slowly shrunk a potentially explosive gas bubble in the reasoning of the crippled Three Mile Island nuclear plant yesterday as President Carter visited the plant and suggested a precautionary evacuation may be necessary within a few days. Local officials in the area of the plant readied contingency plans for such an evacuation and said late yesterday that arrangements were nearly complete for relocating the elderly, invalids and persons in institutions such as hospitals and nursing homes.

"We'd like to have things in shape," commented Francis H. Schlageter, management of Carroll Township, east of the plant. He said 1,000 copies of a public notice advising people what to do if an evacuation is necessary were distributed yesterday.

Gov. Dick Thornburgh said in a statement yesterday that schools within five miles of the plant should remain closed today. He said state government offices will be open as usual, but with generous leaves granted for "absence.

Although an estimated 50,000 people have fled the Harrisburg area since Wednesday's accident touched off the first of a continuing series of low-level radiation leaks, Carter said that even if an evacuation is ordered, "this will not indicate the danger is high... It is purely a precautionary measure."

"Radiation is being monitored throughout this area and any trends towards increase in radiation will be reported to me," Carter said, adding that the plant control room. "At the present time, the reactor cores is indeed stable. However, within the next few days, important decisions will be made on how to bring it to a cold and stable state. If it becomes necessary, we'll take this step.

For an update on nationwide reactions, see page 5

Gov. (Dick) Thornburgh will ask you to take appropriate action. If he does, I want all of you to act as calmly as they have been in the past few days.

Harold Denuen, operations chief of the Teamsters, was quoted as saying that the company's personal representative here, said, "from the data we've got, I'm convinced the size of the bubble is being reduced."

"If we don't succeed in (further) reducing the bubble,"

as the evening sun sets over Saint Mary's lake, hopes rise that spring is close. [Photo by John Macor]
Trial period successful
La Fortiune remains open 24 hrs.

Indiana Congressmen John Brademas has announced that Congressional nominations are open now to students in the Third Congressional District of Indiana to the U.S. Air Force Academy at Colorado Springs, CO, the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, NY, and the U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis, MD, for the 1980-81 school year.

"In order to give every interested student an equal opportunity for an appointment and to nominate the best qualified young men and women, I am continuing the policy of making service academy nominations on a competitive basis," Brademas said.

Brademas has used the competitive system in making all previous nominations to the service academies.

Candidates must be at least 17 but not yet 22 years of age by July 1 of the year admned.

"The key concern was the experience during the month (trial period)," Reid said. "Barring any difficulties, the building will be open for the balance of the year." Because of the results of the experiment, "the balance of the year was successful," Reid said. "There were no security-related incidents were reported." Reid noted that more students used LaFortune during the rest period, especially between mid-week and the weekend. Only after the building's hours and the locks on a trophy case were tampered with, Security will increase their patrols of the building at night, Reid added.

Grant fund renewed
American students who are qualified to study in the Facultad de Filosofia y Letras of the Universidad de las Americas must take advantage of $2500 grants which have been renewed by Academic Year Abroad, Inc., for the academic year 1976-77.

Applicants need not be Spanish majors but must have studied Spanish in college.

Further details can be acquired by sending 20 cents in stamps to: Spanish Scholarship Committee, P.O. Box 9, New Paltz, NY, 12561.
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In Senior Bar decision
Roemer approves manager

by Rosemary Mills
Editor-in-Chief

Dean of Students James Roemer has announced the appointment of Tom McGrath as general manager of Senior Bar for the 1979-80 academic year. Clare Stack was named business manager and Joe "Shaz" Sherrer will club manager. All three appointees are junior.

Approximately 30 students applied for a managerial position, according to Roemer. All applications were reviewed by an Admissions representatives, section representatives, and hall students. The three most of them made outstanding presentations," Roemer commented. "We felt that they had excellent qualifications and could make good contributions to the University, the senior class, and Senior Bar."

Roemer added that McGrath, Stack and Sherrer are experienced and capable workers. They are working on a "Junior Parents Weekend," he said Tom and Joe will be well-organized and showed a good ability to work with each other. The job Joe has done with Grace Food Service is quite remarkable.

For the remainder of the semester, the present managers will train their replacements. The managers will not be paid for this period, which includes the day following graduation. They will also work without pay for ten days in August before the bar opens. A time necessary for new students and general maintenance will be done.

170 girls visit SMC for Little SisterWeekend

by Kit Bernardi

This past weekend, 170 girls visited the Saint Mary's campus as a part of Saint Mary's Big Sister-Little Sister Weekend.

Julie Pope, vice-president of Student Activities, termed the weekend a success. Pope described the event as "having been a success and seemed to have gone pretty well."

Pope attributed the weekend's success, in part, to the method in which fiscal details were handled through cooperative efforts among students, section representatives, and half representatives.

The Big Sister-Little Sister Weekend is a special weekend that enables sisters of SMC students to participate in college activities. The ages of the sisters ranged from six to 20 years.

The weekend began on Friday with an Admissions Office House tour held in the Heaths Board Room for little sisters interested in attending SMC next year. A welcome reception followed.

On Saturday, the sisters traveled to the 100 Center on an old-fashioned double-decker bus, where they toured the converted brewery. The event began with a steak dinner, compliments of the dining hall, which was accentuated by festive decorations. The sisters also received tickets to see "Brian's Song," which played in Carroll Hall Friday and Saturday.

The weekend concluded yesterday with a special Mass celebrated by Fr. David Murphy of Campus Ministry. Stick pins with the Saint Mary's shield on them were blessed at the Mass and distributed to all the little sisters. A brunch followed the Mass.

Pope commented on the necessity of a loosely structured schedule of events due to the diverse ages of the sisters.

Pope and the members of the committee who organized the festivities are eager for any feedback concerning the weekend for future weekends.

Chertok to present jazz films

Dave Chertok, jazz film collector, will present jazz films tomorrow night at 7:30 in Washington Hall.

Chertok, who has one of the largest jazz film collections, will show films of major performers throughout jazz history. Included in the films are Miles Davis, Billie Holiday, Charlie Parker, John Coltrane and Louis Armstrong. A question-and-answer session will follow the films.

The presentation is co-sponsored by the Collegiate Jazz Festival and the Student Union.

Scholastic elects editor

Dave Satterfield, a junior General Program major from Oregon, Illinois, was elected last night to the position of Editor-in-Chief for the 1979-80 Scholastic magazine. Satterfield was elected by a majority vote of the editorial board and staff.

As editor, Satterfield "plans to give the magazine a more structured appearance and utilize the wealth of good writers we have here on campus."

Satterfield also announced that applications for Editorial Board positions will be accepted until April 13. For any further information, call Dave at 1680 or Scholastic 7419 or 7569.

Scholastic elects editor
Despite poor road conditions, maintenance reports no accidents

by Janet Rigaux

There have been no traffic accidents along Notre Dame Avenue despite the poor condition of the road, Edwin Lyon, director of Notre Dame Maintenance, reported.

Many students requested that Lyon have the chuckholes in the road patched over spring break. "However, it is not a matter of the road crew not patching the road," Lyon explained, "but rather the problem is that the asphalt companies cannot produce their hot asphalt mix now due to the cold temperatures outside." According to Lyon, the road crew has had to use substitutes for the hot mix, which are only temporary. The asphalt companies hope to begin operating again soon after April 9. "We will get the asphalt a few days after the companies start functioning again. We hope that will be a few days after April 9," Lyon commented. "Then and only then will we be able to fix the road permanently." When the snow and ice first started melting a couple of months ago, because of the excessive water in the road, the road crew had to use a substitute called jadar, a cement byproduct to fill the holes, Lyon continued.

Strike causes layoffs; airline cancels flights

CHICAGO (AP) United Airlines said that it was laying off a total of 13,500 pilots, attendants and other crew members because of the strike that has ground all its daily flights.

United, the nation's largest carrier, said the layoffs would begin at midnight last night and would remain in effect for the duration of the machinists' strike. The strike began at midnight Friday.

The workers to be laid off included 7,800 flight attendants and a total of 5,500 pilots, copilots and navigators.

Meanwhile, negotiators trying to settle the strike said yesterday that they were having trouble getting to Washington for talks--because the strike is into its second week.

The problem is that the asphalt companies cannot start making their hot mix again," Lyon stated.

Several members of the machinists' union were on the picket line yesterday, Lyon stated.

"In fact, when the road was covered with water the road crew was out there everyday refilling the holes."
... Nuclear reaction

Nuclear accident causes widespread emotional fallout

(AP) Emotional fallout from the incident at Three Mile Island spread across the country yesterday with opponents of nuclear energy rallying from Plymouth Rock to the Golden Gate.

"Stop the march of atomic death," read a typical banner at a nuclear energy rally from Amherst, Mass., joined a demonstration at a nuclear plant in Vermont, Vt.

"Hell no, we won't go," was the chant of demonstrators Saturday at two nuclear plants under construction at both ends of Indiana. In San Francisco, protesters played dead outside a utility office.

Many officials were changing their minds about nuclear power.

Long a strong advocate of nuclear power in Rhode Island, U.S. Rep. Edward P. Beard, a Democrat, yesterday withdrew his support of an atomic plant in Charlestown, R.I.

Beard said that even supporters of nuclear power now think the Charleston project now will be shelved.

Missouri Gov. Joseph Teasdale said he would ask the state Public Service Commission today to make sure the $2.5 billion nuclear plant now under construction in Clay County near Fulton, Mo., is safe.

In New York, the state Environmental Protection Department and health officials continued to test milk and air samples but found no increase in radioactivity.
SG Board in need of more balance

Among the 23 amendments to the Student Government Constitution proposed last week by the Board of Commissioners, one that we do not deny that the HPC is "the most representative body on campus" (as cited by Board members supporting the addition of a third HPC member), we believe that two HPC representatives on a nine-member Board are more than sufficient. The HPC has the potential to be a very powerful group, if it acts in unison. However, in the past it has proven to be less than effective in utilizing this potential to represent the student body well with respect to their social needs. A complete representation of students viewpoint is needed on the Board of Commissioners, especially because that body formulates policy which affects all aspects of student life. This complete representation would be best achieved by the addition of a second Student Union representative.

In conclusion, we believe that it is convenient to place HPC members on boards, committees, and councils. But the rationale for placing these personal important positions would be to carefully thought out and clearly explained. Stenmenets to the effect that "the HPC is the most representative body on campus" is an automatic justifying the appointment of HPC members to important positions. We believe that SG Board representatives have this same capacity to represent student interests and perhaps are better suited to help achieve a true representation of student viewpoint.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

Reaction to gay rights appeal

Dear Editor:

I am writing in response to the series of columns written by a member of Notre Dame’s gay community, specifically I wish to respond to the last column, in which the author makes certain statements related to the natural origins of homosexuality.

"Homosexual sex is natural for the homosexuality oriented whose sex is not tampered with." 

Archbishop as it sounds, I believe that the basic view on sex is. In this age of possession, freedom, attention; the, et cetera, are looked upon as a necessary accompaniment to a "full", free lifestyle, something that we all have a right to. We have a right to decide and control as much as possible with our bodies, they say. The author ends his article with "Gay people are not trying to hurt anyone. They are only trying to live their own lives in peace."

We see this as the case at all. Insofar as I believe that the basic purpose for sex is procreation, it seems to be the same as that role models, elders, or whatever you want to call those people that are in positions of prominence, portray strong heterosexual traits, so as to efficiently assist and encourage the learning of the basic sexual psychology and therefore the continuation of the human species. Anita Bryant seems to have taken center stage at least on this one point.

"Gay" members are not same to the natural origins of homosexuality, but all his phrase means to me is that there are individuals who are stuck somewhere between masculinity and femininity, and whether this sexual indecency is the result of physical or emotional insecurity. As far as "consciences being tampered with", just as Mr. America as a homosexual is worried that homosexuals may begin to doubt the natural origins of their sexual preferences in the face of social criticism, so it is, a heterosexual worried that the influence of a majority of homosexuals will be influential in prominent positions of power in our society might influence the normal productive drive in our young, in the end that they are a changing. There is no need to have all humans strive for the same level of acceptance, but they are looking at the wounds of science we have reached a position in time where there are more than enough people roaming the face of the earth to assure species continuation (if scientific progress doesn't kill us all in the end.

The cold fact is that we can't always be seen, the population situation being what it is, and the common belief that all others in society should have to accept what an individual does with himself, regardless of the long term effects, all contribute to the deserved righteousness of homosexuality in this era. Gay homosexuality is natural, but so are natural catastrophes, natural disasters. We are forced to serve to keep down the human population on earth. If man has the power to control the population-limiting factors, so do the gays, as a right to say homosexuals shouldn't be called deviant.

C.J. Crosson
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Radiation detected in Soil

by Bob E. Asian
Senior Staff Reporter

An accident at the Notre Dame nuclear power plant sent radiation shooting through the plant walls and was detected at far Away as South Hall, the president said yesterday.

Before the announcement from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in Washington, Notre Dame officials had said only a small amount of radioactive stream escaped when a valve blew out on a water pump that cools a reactor.

NRC reactor inspector Guy Coonter told a "handful" of workers were contaminated. Officials also said earlier that readings taken outside the plant after the accident showed less radiation than a person would absorb from the new checkout system in the library.

Ray DiMinno, a spokesman for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, said low level radiation was measured in the immediate vicinity of the power plant.

He assured The Absurder, however, that the smell of roast duck from St. Joe's Lute, the mysterious wailing of houseplants in Grace and Flanner, and the overcooked meat yesterday in North Dining Hall are in no way connected with the radiation.

Plot to 'eliminate' students revealed

by Red McNut
Absurder Panamanian Correspondent

In an exclusive interview yesterday, Dan Lecher, Day Editor at the Notre Dame Observer, told reporters that he has uncovered a secret University plan to ease the Housing shortage next year on campus.

Lecher explained that he overheard the plan being discussed by two University officials in a room in the Administration Building, and issued the following statement to reporters yesterday:

"Lecher reported that the Administration is going to kill us so they will have more open beds on campus next year."

By entering an adjoining tunnel stall, Lecher revealed that he was able to overhear even more details, and said that some type of plan may be in the making.

"I heard them saying something about Iran," Lecher said, adding, "They were talking about the 'Iranian experience.'"

Lecher added that he checked with Municipal Regional Airport officials and they reported that thirteen C-130 air transports had been leased in the name of 'T. Hesburgh.'

"That's when I knew that many students were doomed," Lecher moaned. "I really don't think there's much we can do. After all, Ted said that we have to live within some rules on the 'Donahue show' and I am convinced that His Highness will make this required aviation course to Iran look existing."

Lecher concluded.

From his interview, Lecher left for a secret meeting with Fr. Robert Griffin. It is rumored that Lecher is asking Griffin to talk to his boss God and ask for intervention. No further details were available.

Lecher returned to the meeting after a few minutes of silence in which he was talking to an and he took several injections of rubies serum and shouted to reporters, "Ted's going to kill us. Ted's going to kill us."

After he had settled down, Lecher explained that further on in the secret room discussion, the two officials outlined a plan to load 450 students who had already turned in houseplants into the planes under the pretense that they would be taken on a cultural exchange trip to Tehran for a weekend of bar-hopping similar to an earlier Toronto trip. Lecher added, however, that the officials planned to release laughing gas into the pressurized compartment of the airplanes, in his words, to "end it on a happy note."

The officials were quoted as saying, "That's the way Knute Rockne bit the dust, and if it's good enough for Knute, it's good enough for us."

At this point, Lecher said.

Killer squirrels rape two chipmunks on Quad

by John McGrath
Rossing Student Reporter

A pack of hungry killer squirrels raped and robbed two chipmunks on the South Quad yesterday. Witnesses pegged the number of assailants at between five and seven. Squirrels have been responsible for several other incidents this year on campus, including about ten instances of humans being bitten by the animals.

Besides being the victims of sexual assault, the chipmunks were robbed of several dozen nuts which they had been bringing out of winter storage.

Director of Security Joe Wall reported that the incident took place at 2:38 a.m. in front of Badin Hall near a large tree. He indicated that Security has several leads on the case, but no arrests have yet been made.

A rat, who spends much of his time at the Huddle, but who continues daily to his South Quad hule, reported that he witnessed the incident. "The rat, known only as 'Hudlin,' said he was scurrying across a walkway near Badin when he heard chattering noises coming from out on the quad."

"Chee, chee, tick, tick, tick, tick," the rat said, describing the incident. He added, however, "Zee, zee, chee chee, shoo, shoo, shoo.""

The two chipmunks who were raped were the wives of noted recording artists, Alvin and Theodore, who sang with the group "The Chipmunks." The victims and their families were not available for comment.

Dr. Ziphilo T. Raymond, University Physician, reported that the two victims werecertified as total and rendered released following the incident.

"I knew something like this was bound to happen," Zephyr said, pointing out that squirrels have been on the 'rampage' all year long.

Wall said his department is continuing their investigation. There have been some unconfirmed reports that squirrels might soon gain a nuclear capability, and the FBI has reportedly expressed interest in joining in the investigation.
Radiation leak not harmful at Tree Mills Island

HARRISBURG PA—(AP)—Officials of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission tried to assuage the public yesterday that radiation leakage from the Tree Mills Island power plant near Harrisburg would be not harmful to human life. Government spokesman John Meprs told reporters, "As far as we can determine, the leak has not been caused to any humans in the area. The only possible effect of the leak could be the recent sightings of truck-sized groundhogs and those nasty little ten-foot-high robins I saw on the way to work this morning."

PUNITIVE RAID LAUNCHED IN ASIA

MAKHACHKALA Dagestan (AP)—The tiny central Asian republic of Dagestan launched an early morning invasion of its even smaller southern neighbor, Azerbaijan, today, employing crop-dusting airplanes, mechanized haycarts, and waves of loyal troops armed with pitchforks and rakes. Sources in Makhachkala, capital of Dagestan, called the attack "a punitive raid designed to punish the southern insurgents so that they will cease their evil hunting of our national bird," "The Yellow-winged Ground Swallow." A correspondent lost in Kirovabad, the Azerbaijan capital, reported that the city was hit by "many flour bombs" in a noon day air raid. Table Department spokesman Hudding commented, "As soon as we find out where the blasted place is, we'll make a statement."

Carter orders halt of reporting bad news

WASHINGTON (AP)—President Carter announced yesterday that he has instructed all government departments to stop "reporting bad news" that make people of our nation, especially the voters, mad.

Included under Carter's planned ban are monthly economic indicators supplied by the Labor Department as well as monthly employment and currency reports. "I think the American people are sick of this kind of thing," Carter told a Washington press luncheon gathering. "I'm sure everyone agrees that if the American people don't know about the bad economics, then they won't worry about it and maybe it'll go away."

Real News:

Indiana proposed as national toilet

INDIANAPOLIS (UPI)—An apparently facetious proposal by Minnesota newsman that Indiana become the dumping ground for industrial waste brought an angry retort from a Hoosier legislative leader.

Bill Burnum, writer for the St. Paul Pioneer Press, suggested Indiana become the national's garbage dump for industrial waste. Indiana, Farmer said, "serves, near as we can tell, no other important function."

Senate President pro tempore Martin Edwards, R-New Castle, said a friend in Wisconsin had sent him the article. "It's one thing for us, as Hoosiers, to call each other names," Edwards said. "When somebody from Minnesota says it, I take great exception.

He particularly objected to Farmer's saying Indiana could be "kind of a toilet to the nation."

[continued from page 7]

that it melts through the floor of the reactor and continues right through the earth, literally, to Taiwan.

Norte Dame business manager James D. Mulholland noted that this "Taiwan Syndrome" would not have been a total catastrophe, as the University could have saved approximately $2,500 on airfare for students joining the Sophomore Year Abroad Program in Taiwan.

Prior to yesterday's accident, most Norte Dame students were unaware of the presence of a nuclear reactor on campus.

April Fool's Day-page 8

Radiation

Boa found in salad in South Dining Hall

by Boy R. Dez

Dining Hall Editor

Miles Gortum, a junior from Monroe Hall, reported yesterday that he found a seven-foot-long boa constrictor in the salad in the South Dining Hall.

Food service employees removed the boa by force-feeding Chuckwagon burgers to the slimy creature.

"I just wanted to get a salad, and when I moved a leaf of lettuce, there he was," a shocked Gortum said. "I screamed, and help came running. I want to commend the staff here for their quick action."

Food Services Director Burnum explained that this is not the first time something like this has happened. Usually the snakes are smaller, though.

I really can't explain how the snake got there, unless he just followed me, his head, his tail."

A nuclear engineer from the Taiwan Syndrome Project, a secret effort to build a reactor in Taiwan for the island's external building. Transfer from Radiation Research to the power plant was to take place over the summer. Some students here for the next few weeks noticed that the reactor was being built.

"There are questions about security that it was a new microwave oven for North Dining Hall."

Duck dies in fire at Leeper Park

by Don Lecher

Dining Hall Editor

One duck is dead and the duck house at Leeper Park duck pond is partially destroyed after a fire took place shortly before 7:00 pm this morning.

City firefighters attempted to save the house by carrying the fire line over the pond to the fierce blaze. Damages were estimated in the dollars by Hoosier fire chief, Barry Mallard. The lone duck died because he was hit by one of the other ducks in the house as they were fleeing. One frizzled participant said that "With all the honking, nobody thought that he could stay alive."

The next of kin were notified near Louisville. There is no word how many other ducks died as they would be able to catch a flight to South Bend in time for the funeral ceremony.

Ducks on St. Joseph's lake were in mourning this afternoon near the old boathouse at Norte Dame. The duck will be buried in a feather lined coffin in the East. They were in mourning this morning.

Services will be held Tuesday near the old boathouse at Norte Dame.

The duck will be buried in a feather lined coffin in the middle of the pond. It was believed that the duck was killed by throwing everything to about ten pigs around back there. It's no wonder they get animals in the food."

Rumors were circulating today that the administration in contemplating a change in food service companies. One popular rumor held that no food service will be hired, that students would be forced to "cater" for themselves.

The administration would not confirm the rumor, except to say, "Tell those people we can't change their menu. We have to start cutting back on frills."

Electrical fire levels security office

by J.J. Ferro

Hot News Reporter

from Planner Food Sales, came into contact with a frayed electrical cord.

Wall said that he reported the fire immediately, but was put on hold. While the security officers looked on, the blaze spread for at least fifteen minutes before finally engulfing the building. It had burned from the first floor to the basement.

When questioned about the repeated telephone delays, Burnum quipped "we've got State Police Clayton here". He also noted that Burnum did not have a "nursemaid to security."

The mutilated wire believed to be responsible for yesterday's blast was part of security's two-way communications system. "I just thought it was an April Fool's Day joke," Burnum said. "I didn't mean to have this dumb prank go wrong."

"I've never seen the fire department's eyes so big," Burnum explained. "They could have given us some kind of directions to help us."

The fire apparently broke out about 2 a.m. in a back room of the security office when several Playboy magazines, confiscated by security officers were planning a celebration last night to mark their 100th year of occupancy in the building.
Students jog around Fr. Soring to protest b-ball ticket allotment

by Erroling Werniere

University of Notre Dame juniors and seniors and administrators heard shock and amazement today as they watched approximately 1,000 students jogging around the statue of Fr. Soring in front of the administration building. The massive jog-a-thon was part of the reduced number of lower arena season passes for basketball games for the coming years.

University president, Sr. Theodora Philips, explained the reason for the cutoff. "We felt that by offering more season tickets to faculty members, we could attract more quality professors and improve the University. It falls under Phase IX of the Campaign for Notre Dame.

Philips, not fully in control of the athletic department, passed the recommendation along to the ticket manager.

"The manager, who wishes to remain anonymous, confirmed Philips' comments. "Yap, that's what she told me," he said. "We decided that the best way to do it was to give more seats only to this year's seniors. After all, many of them got the shaft last year, and we wouldn't want them to completely lose faith in the athletic teams. Although none of them will get football tickets when they graduate, we still want them to send in the minimal $100 contribution and receive applications."

Many seniors and juniors expressed amazement at the fact that the underclassmen bothered to protest. "They're just not making kids as apathetic as they used to," one senior was heard to comment. Another offered sympathetic feelings, "What will they do when they lose the lottery for graduation tickets?"

"Some of the juniors tried to explain the gravity of the proceedings. "At least they told you about it before you slept out all night to get a good seat," said one.

"You should be thankful for that.

Other juniors just shook their heads. "Maybe the threat of not enough seats will scare people and more seats will become available," a boy offered.

It was rumored that the sophomore class president had planned a sleep-out in the ACC, but was advised against it. "Those sorts of things never get enough support," he was told by a knowledgeable upper-classman.

Student Body President A.G. Seidles refused to comment on the situation. His only statement alluded that the students were lucky Philips had taken the time out from her busy schedule to watch the protest.

The real surprise of the (continued on page 10)
Adminstration Students not ready for real world

NOTRE DAME (AP) As the hour draws near for a settlement on the issue of when Notre Dame will join the real world, Student Body President Andy McKenna said yesterday, "I think, though, that it is unreasonable for us to expect the university to see it that way."

McKenna's comments came after a four-hour meeting over scotch and waters at the Morris Inn with several university officials. "They were really helpful in explaining the University's position on this thing," McKenna said. "They told me that, while the University believes that in no way should the students be permitted to join the real world, they feel that the real world isn't ready for us."

McKenna said that he was "unsure" of how to add this insight. He reported that when asked to clarify the comment, the officials replied that "we need to freshen up our drinks."

It is not opposed to freshening up a drink, I feel one should drink out of the glass before one is ready to refresh it, McKenna concluded.

A national championship also means increased profits for the national corporation. A national championship also means increased profits for the national corporation.

Also in the plans are special "Deep Green" and "Kid's Gold" stickers, hankies, and handclaps to carry the group's popularity. Breaking new musical genre barriers, 'Reincarnate Jam', a fourteen-member band plays only one song, which the Irish won on their way to the National Championship.

The championship was part of the agreement between the National Title committee and the Bookstore, the source added. "The Bookstore, told the promoters that they would supply the team with green clothes and hats for the rest of the year at Notre Dame prices."

A national championship also means increased profits for the national corporation, according to the Bookstore officials.

In a way, the green was too popular. "Deep Green" said, "We can't sell many of our blue and gold items anymore, and I think that the Bookstore people will try a new idea for next year." In addition, the group has been using an Irish flag, underwear, among other items in marketing.

Sewage people 'smell up' disco scene

The debut album by that utterly unmotivated music group, the Sewage People, has hit the stores. The Sewage People's new single, "Raucous Man," is the superlatively successful formula infecting the dance scene, breaking new musical genre barriers, 'Reincarnate Jam', a fourteen-member band plays only one song, which the Irish won on their way to the National Championship.

The championship was part of the agreement between the National Title committee and the Bookstore, the source added. "The Bookstore, told the promoters that they would supply the team with green clothes and hats for the rest of the year at Notre Dame prices."

A national championship also means increased profits for the national corporation, according to the Bookstore officials.

In a way, the green was too popular. "Deep Green" said, "We can't sell many of our blue and gold items anymore, and I think that the Bookstore people will try a new idea for next year." In addition, the group has been using an Irish flag, underwear, among other items in marketing.

A national championship also means increased profits for the national corporation, according to the Bookstore officials.
When Religion Killed God
Fr. Bill Toohey

I was confronted the other day by a man's screaming need for God. There was much shoutng of scriptural texts at random. He kept insisting that Jesus would save him; He was an angry God, that He had "brought us to hell." You got the distinct impression that, since people have sinned against God, someone must take the God's place. After Jesus takes the rap, and somehow the burden of guilt is restored.

Some have paid an awful price just to have the mask of God. The Father ends up as a wrathful character who needs to be appeased and pardoned. He has already predetermined a certain amount of pain. His Son must suffer in order to make satisfaction for all the sins of mankind. As though God were a hard-nosed parent. Yet it is in His grace that He can be redeemed only with blood. God's Son died for us, and God's Spirit lives in us.

In offering some reflections and prayers at services, I am reminded of some truly insightful current theological studies, and especially Fr. John".

Senior Arts Festival

Visual Arts

Kim Ginz

The arrangement of the show by senior art major Mike Cannwell is careful and logical, moving one along, from painting without domination being glaringly obvious. The Visual Arts presented by the Seniors Festival manages to overcome its deficiencies, and offers a varied and interesting array of works. Such diversity is often the result of the inspirations and ideas generated by the seniors. Now on display at the bacchic and bustling Visual Arts presentation (April 11-1), the works shown have been done by both first-time artists and art majors, because of this, there are some inconsistencies, but the majority of the pieces are quite well-done.

Mark Bonner's studies of interiors and exteriors show a distinctive use of pattern and color. While Young working in different mediums, offers the greatest variety of topic as well—one an interesting perspective of a ladder, and another lovely drawing called "Butterfly." Her pieces are perhaps the best graphic work of the single artist in the show.

The oils are the stronger medium considered. Phil Williams' "The Final Showdown" has solid landscapes with heavy, obvious brushstrokes, manipulating unusual colors from Cezanne-like patterns.

Par O'Brien and Steven Konstan also show oils. O'Brien's are carefully painted, sterile, arranged; Konstan's are studies from non-descriptive images. Mike Cannwell's oils are varied in subject, but all done in an almost frantic painting method which stems from the loose brushwork and the small oil pencils the artists use.

The watercolors in the show are the weakest medium presented; "Arts and Theatre" were the choice for the best. Miehle Friedl's tiny floral painting is not to be overlooked.

Overall, the show is good (despite an unusual lack of pencil drawing). The oil paintings are so many of the pen and inks. The Visual Arts presentation is a successful achievement by the seniors, and well worth the time it takes to wander through the list gallery.

Features

The Myth Of Sisyphus

Albert Camus and The Art of Suicide

Chris Stewart, FEATURES Editor
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"The absurd is sin without God...the absurd engulfs the mind and world, straining against each other, without being able to embrace each other.

Camus draws three essential components of an absurd mentality: these are:
(a) the absolute absence of all hope
(b) the mind in the state of continual rebellion
(c) the mind in the state of conscious dissatisfaction

In Camus's estimation, the need for conscious dissatisfaction is significant because the absurd cannot be fully escaped. Camus presents a genuine metaphysical revolt. He keeps insisting that life is without meaning? If life is without purpose? Can one man be without a meaning? Is death a meaning? Does suicide allow a meaning? What a genuine metaphorical revolt? I will examine Camus' tenets of absurdism, and explore the reasons why Camus does not consider suicide a revolt, but rather an acceptance of life in its genuine metaphysical absurdity.

There are the most rudimentary, and most important questions of all? It is in those questions whose answers give us the criteria for action, those which determine our goals. In Jesus' statement, "He that is without guilt should throw the first stone at me." In what sense is a man without guilt? Is it just a matter of opinion, or is it a question of moral awareness? What does the situation where people really wanted a God? Does this situation mean? If life is without meaning? If life is without purpose? Does the absurd allow a meaning? What a genuine metaphorical revolt? I will examine Camus' tenets of absurdism, and explore the reasons why Camus does not consider suicide a revolt, but rather an acceptance of life in its genuine metaphysical absurdity.

Myth Of Sisyphus

Senior Arts Festival

Visual Arts

Kim Ginz

The arrangement of the show by senior art major Mike Cannwell is careful and logical, moving one along, from painting without domination being glaringly obvious. The Visual Arts presented by the Seniors Festival manages to overcome its deficiencies, and offers a varied and interesting array of works. Such diversity is often the result of the inspirations and ideas generated by the seniors. Now on display at the bacchic and bustling Visual Arts presentation (April 11-1), the works shown have been done by both first-time artists and art majors, because of this, there are some inconsistencies, but the majority of the pieces are quite well-done.

Mark Bonner's studies of interiors and exteriors show a distinctive use of pattern and color. While Young working in different mediums, offers the greatest variety of topic as well—one an interesting perspective of a ladder, and another lovely drawing called "Butterfly." Her pieces are perhaps the best graphic work of the single artist in the show.

The oils are the stronger medium considered. Phil Williams' "The Final Showdown" has solid landscapes with heavy, obvious brushstrokes, manipulating unusual colors from Cezanne-like patterns.

Par O'Brien and Steven Konstan also show oils. O'Brien's are carefully painted, sterile, arranged; Konstan's are studies from non-descriptive images. Mike Cannwell's oils are varied in subject, but all done in an almost frantic painting method which stems from the loose brushwork and the small oil pencils the artists use.

The watercolors in the show are the weakest medium presented; "Arts and Theatre" were the choice for the best. Miehle Friedl's tiny floral painting is not to be overlooked.

Overall, the show is good (despite an unusual lack of pencil drawing). The oil paintings are so many of the pen and inks. The Visual Arts presentation is a successful achievement by the seniors, and well worth the time it takes to wander through the list gallery.
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College releases course booklet

by Mary Ellen Woods

The second annual Course Evaluation Booklet will be released April 12, according to Editor-in-Chief Bill Rooney. The information included in the booklet will be helpful in the selection of courses for the Fall Semester 1979.

The booklet provides evaluations of some 120 courses offered by the College of Arts and Letters (AL). This represents an increase of 55 courses from last semester. The courses chosen by the editorial staff were "Recommended University Electives." Rooney stressed that these courses are not directed toward AL majors, but are generally of interest to students across the University. The evaluations use a four-point analysis: content, preparation, organization, comments and teaching style.

The professor teaching a course is asked to provide formal information about the course. A student who has taken the course is contacted for comments about the nature of the course and a personal reaction to it.

The courses were given a numerical rating, 1 to 5, with 5 being the highest rating, in addition to the student's personal comments. Rooney stressed the objectivity of the evaluations as an aid in the selection of courses.

"The Course Evaluation Booklet is an informational service to students," according to Rooney. "Our concern was to present a reliable source of information to the students as they select courses for their curricula." This semester, the editorial staff wanted to extend the service to the College of Business. However, they found only one course being definitely offered as an elective. Rooney expressed his concern that the Business administration recognized the financial and personal benefits associated with departmental electives.

He strongly suggested further inquiry into the difficult dilemma of the Business College.

Though they could not survey the Business department, Rooney emphasized that his staff was concerned with each AL department that lent itself to objective evaluation, with the exception being General Program, Collegiate Classical and Modern Languages.

"We evaluated courses from 14 departments, including Communications, Theater and Film, formerly Saint Mary's Speech and Drama," Rooney noted.

The Course Evaluation Booklet is financially supported by the Student Government and the editor of the booklet, Rooney thanked his staff of over 90 volunteers and the governor's brother, Marlin Ed-Woods. "Without their help, this fine project would never have been possible."}

Jury clears Passman

MONROE, LA. (AP) - Former Congressman Otto Passman was found innocent yesterday on all counts of accepting illegal gratuities from South Korean defense contractor Tongsun Park and charges of tax evasion and conspiracy.

When the jury verdict was announced, Passman jumped up and hugged his attorney, Camille Gravel of Alexandria, La.

"It's perfectly obvious that I am extremely pleased," said the ailing 78-year-old former congressman, who was de-scribed by his attorney as "an unknown victim of an evil human conspiracy." Passman stood on the courtroom steps flanked by Gravel, Gov. Edwin Edwards' brother, Marion Edwards.

"It's great to be a citizen of the greatest nation on earth," he said.

U.S. District Judge Earl Verno turned the case over to the jury of nine men and three women at 4:28 p.m. CST after reminding them that the jury was unanimous and that punishment should not enter into their deliberations.

statement is completed. Schlager stated that the managers were considering using approximately 73 percent of this year's profits to set up a trust fund for a new bar. The other 27 percent could be used to renovate the present bar by replacing worn floors, carpets and painting.

"It think it is important to begin thinking ahead in regards to the future of the bar. We were very lucky to get this building, but it is not going to last forever," Schlager said. He added, "We have come to consider a trust fund because the bar must be thought of as a continuum from year to year."

For the future, the Senior Bar managers are presently working on a plan to publicize the bar's profit statement throughout the year.

Schlager stated that he felt once the students are made aware of goals and operational complications of Senior Bar, the students will be able to understand periodic financial statements of the bar. This public financial statement will include the managers' salaries, credit balances, and the assets of the bar.

SMC student government sponsors

Morgenstern "Women's Opportunity Week (WOW): Celebrating Women in the Arts"

WOMEN'S OPPORTUNITY WEEK

Art in Contemporary Life

Monday April 2

7:45 am film: Antonia: Portrait of the Woman (produced by Judy Collins) Dining Hall

4:50 pm presentation: feminist humor Gloria Kaufman, author Stapleton

7pm Women as Visual Artists: Margotof 232 Moreau

10 pm film: Antonia: Portrait of the Woman Dining Hall

SMC student government sponsors

[continued from page 1]

"The students have really had a special all year long because we decided to lower the price of a beer to $5.20. Also, because we run specials almost every week of the year," Schlager commented.

Although profit figures will not be released until the March financial statement will include the bar's profit statement throughout the year.

The bar's financial statement will include the managers' salaries, credit balances, and the assets of the bar.

"For the future, the Senior Bar managers are presently working on a plan to publicize the bar's profit statement throughout the year.

Schlager stated that he felt once the students are made aware of goals and operational complications of Senior Bar, the students will be able to understand periodic financial statements of the bar. This public financial statement will include the managers' salaries, credit balances, and the assets of the bar.

... Assembly

... Senior Bar...

... Senior Bar...

... Assembly

[continued from page 1] these proposals to this hall as best I could," Mitchell said. Nominations for these positions are extended to midnight on Thursday, April 5 because of the investigation by the Assembly into the Mitchell proposals. Students interested in running for office must follow regular campaign and election procedures as defined by the Board of Governance. However, Augusta Hall revises stipulate that the candidates must run on an independent ticket. This differs from normal procedures in other halls. The Assembly voted affirmatively on this proposal.

"Although the Augusta Hall Council has functioned extremely well this year," Mitchell noted, "I still believe that the Council could achieve more with a steadier foundation,"

21st Annual Collegiate Jazz Festival featuring

Joe Sample  Philly Joe Jones  Richard Davis  Stanley Torrentine  Buddy Defranco  Dan Morgenstern  Jethro Burns  and the nation's best college jazz bands

April 687 Stepon Center

Tickets at NDSU and SMC box offices and the door
Fri. Eve. $4.50 Sat. Aff. $2.50 Sat. Eve. $4.00
All session pass $7.50

21st Annual Collegiate Jazz Festival featuring

Joe Sample  Philly Joe Jones  Richard Davis  Stanley Torrentine  Buddy Defranco  Dan Morgenstern  Jethro Burns  and the nation's best college jazz bands

April 687 Stepon Center

Tickets at NDSU and SMC box offices and the door
Fri. Eve. $4.50 Sat. Aff. $2.50 Sat. Eve. $4.00
All session pass $7.50
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... Assembly...
Hawk assumes office as new OBUD director

by Donna Teevan

Jeff Hawk, a junior management major, took office yesterday as the 1979-1980ombudsman (OBUD) director. He was selected March 14 by OBUD's four-member Steering Committee.

Hawk, a native of Lima, OH, stated that his main objective as OBUD director will be "to make the community more aware of OBUD and what it can do for them." He declined to mention any specific proposals, saying that they would have to be approved by the Steering Committee.

Also beginning terms yesterday were the members of OBUD's 1979-1980 Steering Committee: Tom Browne, Tim Hamilton and Kelly Quinn. Hawk is the chairman of the committee.

According to former Director Tony Guz, the committee members are usually chosen from among the organization's 10 division heads who are in charge of areas such as personnel, community relations and complaints.

The director and Steering Committee will serve a one-year term ending April 1, 1980. Browne pointed out that this is the first time that a definite term has been established. "The Steering Committee decided at the beginning of the semester to create a fixed term that would coincide with those of Student Government and the Student Union," he said.

The 155 member OBUD service provides campus information and investigates student complaints and suggestions. It also conducts the elections for Student Government and class officers.

Program accepts applications

The Centre Europeen D'Exchanges Universitaires (CEEU) in Brussels has announced a program of grants-in-aid for American college juniors, seniors and graduates whose records and previous French studies qualify them for admission to one of the universities of Paris for a year of academic study abroad.

The grants will amount to $500 per year per student. The deadline for the completed applications, which must include a Demande d'inscription, is April 15. A letter stating the applicant's full name, birthdate, birthplace, permanent address, college year and major, along with 28 cents in stamps must be submitted to: CEEU, P.O. Box 50, New Paltz, NY, 12561.

Dr. Bergin to serve on national arts council

The appointment of Dr. Thomas P. Bergin, dean of Continuing Education at Notre Dame, to the National Council on the Arts has been announced by President Carter and Third District Congressman John Brademas, sponsor of the nomination.

The council includes the chairman of the National Endowment for the Arts, Livingston Biddle, and 26 distinguished private citizens who are recognized for their knowledge and expertise in the arts. The council advises the National Endowment on policies, procedures and programs in addition to making recommendations on grant applications.

Bergin has served seven years on the Indiana Arts Commission, three of them as chairman. For four years he was chairman of the National Endowment's Artists-in-Schools program and is currently a member of the Task Force on Arts in Education sponsored by the National Foundation. He is also a member of the Rockefeller Panel which produced the recent report, "Coming to our Senses."

Brademas praised Bergin for "his particular contribution to furthering the role of the arts in our schools, colleges and universities."

SOCCER ACTION!!!

Purdue University

University of Notre Dame

Date: Sunday, April 22

Location: Hanover Central High Cedar Lake, Ind.

Time: 1:30

Ticket Donations advanced $1.50

at the door $2.00

write for tickets Cedar Lake Jaycees P.O.

Box 491 Cedar Lake, Ind. 46303

BE RECONCILED WITH YOUR PARENTS

"Between experiencing and having experienced—the moment when the experience yields its last secrets. A moment we only discover is already past when cracks and stains appear, the gilding flakes off, and we wonder what it was that once so attracted us."

"Your position never gives you the right to command. It only imposes upon you the duty of so living your life that others can receive your orders without being humiliated."

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY

The Graduate School of Business

Offers An Evening MBA

• 12 course program for undergraduate business administration majors

• 16 course program for undergraduate non-business administration majors

• Classes meet once a week. Study full or part-time

• Enter any quarter in Summer, Autumn, Winter or Spring

• Applications now being accepted for the Summer and Autumn 1979

• School Representative will be on campus April 3rd.

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

520 North Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois 60611

TELEPHONE: 312/670-3140

We are an equal opportunity employer.

FIFTH WEEK IN LENT

SUGGESTIONS: This is letter-writing week. Even if you call home, surprise your parents and send a letter also. Compliment them; thank them. Attend an evening liturgy in your hall. Offer your intentions for your parents. Buy your grandparents some Notre Dame gift/souvenir. Show an interest in one of your profs, as a parent, and ask about his/her family and home experiences. Listen to Cat Stevens: PATHER & SON. Listen to Crosby, Stills and Nash: TEACH YOUR CHILDREN. Listen to Jackson Browne: DADDY'S TUNE.
The Daily Crossword

Molarity

17.

Michael Molinelli

WHAT’S THIS TO BAL BE BACK MY DORM... WHERE IN EVERY

T’S GOOD AS AS A SECTION PARTY

YOU KNOW... I HAVE A FEELING I’M NOT AN INDIAN ANYMORE

Lawyer’s assistant

A Roosevelt University Lawyer’s Assistant represents the mark of quality and acceptance throughout the United States. He is licensed to practice law and is available to handle legal issues for clients. The Assistant is experienced in handling a wide range of legal matters, including personal injury, business law, family law, immigration law, and more. With a background in law, the Assistant is able to provide knowledgeable and effective representation to clients.

The Assistant is also available to help with research and legal writing, as well as to prepare legal documents and briefs. He is well-versed in legal ethics and is committed to providing unparalleled service to clients.

The Assistant is proud to serve the legal community and is dedicated to providing excellent service to each and every client. With a focus on professionalism and excellence, the Assistant is committed to delivering the highest level of service to every case.

The Assistant is a member of the Illinois State Bar Association and is admitted to practice law in the State of Illinois. He is also a member of the American Bar Association and the Chicago Bar Association.

The Assistant is dedicated to providing high-quality legal services to clients in a timely and efficient manner. He is always available to answer questions and to provide assistance to clients.

Lawyer’s Assistant Program

ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY

430 South Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois 60605

Please send me information on Roosevelt’s Paralegal Program.

Day Program

• Summer Program — May 23—June 28

• Fall Program — September 29—November 14

Spring 1980 — February 11—May 22

Evening Program

• Fall Winter—September 29—March 1, 1980

• Summer Program — May 23—August 29, 1980

Name:

Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Please send me information on Roosevelt’s Paralegal Program.

KENDRICK, INC.

has created the first paralegal program in the nation’s history.
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Khomeini proclaims

Iran a republic

TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini triumphantly proclaimed Iran an Islamic republic yesterday, announcing that the "v" votes of millions of Iranians in a referendum had created the nation’s first "government of God."

The 78-year-old Shia Moslem leader, who led the struggle that toppled Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi’s regime in mid-February, said his countrymen had voted to estab-lish a government of righteousness and to overthrow and bury the "monarchy in the garbage can of history." Khomeini’s victory statement, read by an announcer over Tehran radio, contrasted with continued concern from the revolutionary authorities over unrest among the nation’s large ethnic minority groups.

Prime Minister Mehdi Bazargan, head of the Khomeini-appointed provisional govern-ment, warned rebellious turk-oman tribesmen in the north eastern city of Gonbad-e-Esfahan yesterday that if the bloody week-end fighting there did not cease he would send in government troops tomorrow to restore order.

A government spokesman warned, meanwhile, that new trouble was brewing in Arab- populated Khuzestan province. Khomeini said the nation-wide referendum Friday and Saturday gave "unanimous" approval to an Islamic republic. But this apparently was not meant literally, since early returns over the weekend indicated a small number of Iranians voted against establishing an Islamic republic, which has not been fully defined.

State radio and television said yesterday preliminary results showed 18 million voted "yes." An estimated 18.7 million had been eligible to vote. Scattered early returns from provincial towns showed 99.7 percent of the voters in favor of an Islamic republic. As the results were announced, some motorists in downtown Tehran flashed their headlights to show approval. But most citizens seemed to take the news as a foregone conclusion. A Tehran besieger merchant, speaking in "of course I expected it because it was obvious. This is what the people had a revolution for."

The Moslem religious leader said he was "thrilled to the back of his neck and beyond the back door" because, among other reasons, the Wester-style modernization of Iran ran counter to traditional Islamic values. At one voting booth in a middle-class area of Tehran, support for the republic ran at about 70 percent, according to officials watching the balloting Saturday.

A young woman student there said she voted "no," because "she was concerned about a democratic republic."

Why does it have to be a monarchy?" she asked.

Several Iranians interviewed yesterday expressed fear that the Islamic republic would mean turning back the clock of change in Iran and limiting the freedom of women—notions that Khomeini has tried to dispel with only mixed success.

Some voters complained about having to cast their ballots in full view of revolutionary officials and said registration procedures were erratic.

Tallardia to head ISA office

The appointment of Fr. Thomas C. Tallardia as director of International Student Affairs at Notre Dame has been announced by Fr. John L. VanWolveer, vice president for Student Affairs. The office provides services for some 300 students from more than 60 foreign nations at the University.

Formerly directed by the late Fr. Daniel J. O’Neil, the office in LaFortune Student Center has been managed during the last year by Berry Fetterling, who will continue to serve in an advisory capacity under the new director.

Tallardia is currently rector of Zahm Hall and in a former director of Off-Campus Housing and has been active in Campus Ministry and as director of staff services.

The appointment to the new position is effective April 2.
Sports wrap-up

Hockey team taps Meredith as next captain at awards banquet

Greg Meredith, a junior from Toronto, was named captain for the 1979-80 Notre Dame hockey team at the annual Blue Line Club banquet Saturday night at the Monogram Room of the ACC.

Meredith, one of three Rhodes scholarship candidates on the team, was also named most valuable player on the team this season. He finished second on the team in scoring with 28 goals and 12 assists, and also earned honorable mention on the Denver Post-WCHA team.

Junior Tom Micheal, who served as alternate captain this season, was again elected to that position for next season. The Dearborn, MI native also won the scholar athlete award presented by the Notre Dame Club of St. Joseph Valley.

Senior Steve Schneider, this past season's captain, was named the team's top defensive forward. The Babbitt, MN native was also honored with the Notre Dame Blue Line Club's Ed McGauley Award as the team's outstanding senior.

Leading scorer Dave Poulin, a freshman from Mississauga, Ont., was named rookie of the year honors. Poulin tied the school's freshman scoring mark (set by John Noble in 1969-70) with 59 points this year.

Senior Jeff Brownsville, who also earned honorable mention in the Denver Post balloting, was named the team's top defenceman. Fellow blueliner John Friedmann was awarded the most improved player.

The prestigious John Wimster Award, given to the player who best exemplifies the disposition of the team's trainer, went to Tom Lonergan.

Athletic Director Edward "Moose" Krause served as toastmaster for the banquet.

Lacrosse squad powers past Detroit

In lacrosse action at Carrier Field yesterday, Notre Dame defeated the Detroit Lacrosse Club, 9-7. Leading the way for the Irish was Tommy Capozzato, who scored three goal hat." The win raised Notre Dame's record to 9-6. The next match for the Irish is this Wednesday, when they travel to Allison College.

Flowers hits double figures in Pizza Hut Classic

Notre Dame's Bruce Flowers was one of six Eastern all-stars in double figures, helping to lead the East to an 110-92 win in the Pizza Hut Basketball Classic played Saturday in Las Vegas, Nevada.

Flowers, who finished fourth in the balloting conducted by fans across the nation, scored 10 points. Indiana State's Larry Bird scored 17 to lead the East and was selected the game's most valuable player.

Toohey submits handball challenges to benefit Sowder fund

Fr. Bill Toohey has challenged any undergraduate to best-of-three games in handball, the loser to donate $10.00 to the Andy Sowder Memorial Fund. Challengers come to Campus office, 103 Memorial Library.

Watson records win with ease

HILTON HEAD ISLAND, S.C. (AP) - Tom Watson, the leader all the way and his victory never in doubt, needed only a final round of 67 to par to win the Heritage Golf Classic by a record-breaking 5-stroke margin Sunday.

Watson claimed the 12th American title of his career, and first of the year, with a 270 total, 14 shots under the listed par on the Harbour Town Golf Links and won more than the record $217 set by Jack Nicklaus in 1975.

Watson's triumph really wasn't a challenge. He started the Sunday, breezy finish round with an all-but-invincible 8-shot lead and held a commanding advantage all the way.

Only the size of his winning margin, the chase for Nicklaus' 72-hole scoring record and the race for second place provided any excitement for the big gallery-including Dallas Cow- boy Tarkenton III, who briefly-thought he had swarmed through the forests of leaves, magnolia and moss-draped oaks.
by Mark Perry
Sports Editor

Although their times were handicapped by the lingering effects of a South bend snowstorm, the three Notre Dame track team members turned in "solid performances in their first outdoor meet of the season," the non-scoring Notre Dame Open, held last Saturday on the brand new all-weather track at Carrier Field.

The Irish took first in nine events, and placed one runner in the top six in all but one of the twelve events contested.

"The meet was very satisfying," commented Irish Head Coach Joe Patroni. "The guys really competed well and turned in some good early season performances."

Chuck Aragon was the only two-time winner for Notre Dame, taking the 100 meter run in 1:55.56, and serving on the winning 4 x 400 meter relay. Joe Miranda, Jacques Eady, and Jim Christian combined with Aragon to win that event in 3:24.26.

In the field events, Tom Ferenc took the top spot in the shot put, with a winning toss of 51 feet, 8 1/8 inches.

The Irish swept both of the hurdles events, as Arnie Gough had an easy victory in the 110-meter highs in 14.53 seconds. And Tom Twizdren won the 400-meter intermediates in 55.66 seconds.

Kris Haines, having completed his football career at Notre Dame, continued his success in track, as he won the 50-meter dash in 10.81 seconds.

In the distance events, Joe Strubman was the winner in 1500-meters in 3:56.08, and Chris Lanting took the 1000-meters in 2:46.45.

Placing second for Notre Dame were Ed Bomher (10,000-meter run), Jim Christian (3000-meter steeplechase), Twardzw (110-meter hurdles), and Mark Hoyer (1500-meters). Walter White (200-meters), and Jeff Anderson (long jump).

The next meet for the Irish will be April 7th at the Terre Haute, IN, to face the Syracumers of Indiana State.

Netters stun Badgers in 6 - 3 upset romp

by Michael Orman
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame tennis team stunned the highly-touted Badgers of Wisconsin yesterday, upsetting the Big Ten's second-ranked team, 6-3. The Badgers were last season's open regional champion, and were co-favorites to win the NCAA tournaments, but won only two of the thirty-three doubles matches but could win only one of the six singles competitions against the inspired Irish.

"The victory is critical to our season," said Irish Coach Dan Boland, "as we look to a steadily improving schedule.

In other three-set matches, second-seeded Carlton Harris downed Rob White, 6-3, 4-6, 6-4, and number six Tom Robinson came back to defeat Dusty Murray, 3-6, 6-7, 6-4. In the doubles competition, Notre Dame's top-ranked team of Hoyer and Harris pulled off a thrilling 7-6, 2-6, 6-3 upset of Wisconsin's top combo of R icht and White, but the Badgers took the other two doubles matches. Kevin Thomas and P Eucker cruised Notre Dame's second team of Bob Koval and Trueblood, 6-1, 6-2, and Klingelhoets and Munuez got by Hopwood and Bill Pratt in three sets 6-3, 3-6, 6-2.

"We're just taking this win in stride," added Boland. "We feel very good about it, but we can't jump to the conclusion that we're going to knock everybody right back."

The Irish netters hope to improve on their 5-6 record when they host Butler on Tuesday afternoon at 3:00 p.m. The Irish dumped the Bulldogs last Saturday, 9-0.

In N. L. West

The National League's Western Division shapes up as a tooth-and-nail struggle between bitter rivals Los Angeles and San Francisco. The loss of a few vital cogs to last year's penn- drove many leave the big Dodger in the Sky blue, because the Giants have overwhelming starting pitching and a line-up capable of exploding. The Reds are still better than the rest, although, age, informancies and free agency have made them the shortest-lived dynasty in memory. Even if Gaylord Perry gets another twenty-win season out of his venerable wing, the Padres should stumble a bit and join Houston and Atlanta among the division's chaff.

Giants

Three of the four starters (Vida Blue, Bob Kowalski, Gaylord Perry) were among the top fifteen in ERA, if they get into trouble, Gary Lavelle and Randy Moffitt are at the ready. San Francisco's acquisition of Bill North gives the Jins needed speed, provided he can hit 1200 in the leadoff spot. Mike Ivie, who may become one of the game's top sluggers, has replaced 41-year old Wilie McCovey at first base. With respect,帶ter and a valuable arm to add. A team with little power (Bob Cey and the rest of the Angelenos will tail off seventeen run average), the Padres may have just enough to overhaul the Dodgers.

Dodgers

The Dodgers line-up remains set, a good sign for any team. And, there's no reason to think Steve Garvey, Davey Lopes, Reggie Smith, Ron Cey and the rest of the Angelinos will fall off appreciably. Still, there's a loss of seventeen game winner Tommy John to overcome, as well as the defection of hard-hitting utilitarian Leon Carter. Nonetheless, there will be a lot of scoring, and the Dodgers may be due to explode and join the Padres and Giants in the .500s.

Astronauts

Every year, it seems, we marvel at the young talent on Houston, only to see them do a prompt 180. It's a theme with little power (Bob Watson led the club with 14 homers). A club that cannot rely on too many big innings. Unfortunately, most of the staff, with the exception of strikeout king J.R. Richard and Kent Forsch, will need plenty of runs to work with. If Cesar Cedenio can bounce back, the Astros will have five potential .300 batters (Cedeno, Tony Puhl, John Bayless, Ron Cey, and Mike Eglington). It's a team with little power (Bob Cey and the rest of the Angelenos will tail off seventeen run average), the Padres may have just enough to overhaul the Dodgers.

Reds

After a season that saw 3,000 hits and a .297 average by Pete Rose, Cincinnati pitching is almost non-existent behind Severa. Still, the outfield looks strong, being paralleled by George Foster, Cesar Gerominio and Ken Griffry, and Dave Concepcion and Dan Driessen are steady at shortstop and first base. The astyball staff, however, should preclude Cincinnati from contending.

Padres

The most familiar sad fact to Padres fans last year was that of Rollie Fingers entering a tight ballgame, putting out the fire, and helping San Diego to their best season. His consistency throughout his career has been awesome. Randy Jones and young club DeWitt are composed of a capable nucleus, but the club is too thin in all departments to be a serious threat. Dave Winfield, Jerry Turner and Gene Richards spearhead an aggressive outfield, and Winfield could be due to explode and join the Parkers and Fosters.

Braves

Every year, it seems, we marvel at the young talent on Houston, only to see them do a prompt 180. It's a theme with little power (Bob Watson led the club with 14 homers). A club that cannot rely on too many big innings. Unfortunately, most of the staff, with the exception of strikeout king J.R. Richard and Kent Forsch, will need plenty of runs to work with. If Cesar Cedenio can bounce back, the Astros will have five potential .300 batters (Cedeno, Tony Puhl, John Bayless, Ron Cey, and Mike Eglington). It's a team with little power (Bob Cey and the rest of the Angelenos will tail off seventeen run average), the Padres may have just enough to overhaul the Dodgers.

Apollo

Bob Horner's return to the club will at least give hungry Atlanta fans something to cheer about. Jeff Burroughs is capable of another 23-homer, 300 year, and there is some young talent with Glenn Hubbard at second and Brian Asselstine in the outfield. Age cannot dim the factful fluctuations of Niekro's knuckle, either, but everything else points to last place for the playing of Ted Turner.
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